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ABSTRACT 
Many series and sequence transformations used in numerical analysis are defined 
as ratios of determinants. They are implemented by recursive algorithms based on 
determinantal identities. The aim of this paper is to study the connections of these 
transformations and algorithms with the Schur complement of a matrix. The Schur’s 
formula is extended to the vector case, thus providing the same treatment for vector 
sequence transformations and the corresponding recursive algorithms. Thanks to these 
connections, particular rules for avoiding division by zero or numerical instability are 
obtained for these algorithms. Some fixed-point methods and continued fractions also 
fit in this framework. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let M be a matrix partitioned into four blocks 
where the submatrix A is assumed to be square and nonsingular. The Schur 
complement of A in M, denoted by (M/A), is defined by 
(M/A) = D - CA-‘B. 
When M is square, matrices of this form are connected with block Gaussian 
decomposition, since we have 
M=(: :)=(0-l ;)(;: ($A))- 
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Moreover 
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WI = IAII(WA) 1 
where 1. I denotes determinant, an identity first proved by Schur [41]. 
Let us remark that having the nonsingular square submatrix A in the 
upper left-hand comer of it4 is a matter of convention. We can similarly 
define the Schur complements 
(M/B)=C-DB-‘A, 
(M/C) = B - AC-ID, 
(M/D) = A - BD- ‘C, 
which are related to Gaussian elimination by 
M=( $’ ;)( (MA/s) g> WI= -I~ll(~/~)l~ 
M=(; A”;-‘)(; @y)), IMl= -lCll(M/C)l, 
M=(; yjyp ;), lMl=lwwD)l. 
These past few years Schur complements have received much attention. 
A survey paper of 1981 by Ouellette [37] contains 76 references, and a recent 
book by Fiedler [24] gives the latest developments. As examphfied in [20], 
Schur complements have many applications in computing inertias of matrices, 
tests for positive definiteness, and the Minkowsky property; they also arise in 
statistics and mathematical programming among other fields. They have been 
recently proved to be the basis for a common derivation of the determinantal 
identities named after Cauchy, Sylvester, Kronecker, Jacobi, Binet, Laplace, 
Muir, and Cayley [17]. Schweins’ identity can also be included in the list, 
since it follows from Sylvester’s. A generalization of the Schur complement 
introduced in [25] was proved to be useful in deriving an extension of 
Sylvester’s identity [35] and a test for the total positivity of a matrix. 
The aim of this paper is to show the strong connection between Schur 
complements and methods for transforming sequences and series such as 
extrapolation methods used to accelerate the convergence of sequences of 
numbers or vectors, Pad& approximants, and continued fractions. Due to their 
relations with fixed-point methods, some results in this direction will also be 
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given. Such a connection is not surprising, since many sequence transforma- 
tions are defined as a ratio of two determinants, as in Schur’s formula given 
above, and many recursive algorithms used for their implementation are 
obtained via Sylvester’s determinantal identity or by the bordering method 
for solving a system of Linear equations, whose connection with Schur 
complements and Gaussian elimination is well known [23, p. 167; 24, p. 237; 
27, p. 581. 
As we shall see below, the use of Schur’s complement provides us a 
systematic way for obtaining singular rules for avoiding division by zero or 
numerical instability in the algorithms studied. Such rules, which are very 
important in practice, are given here for the first time. Nuttall’s compact type 
formulas were also obtained for these algorithms. 
2. PAD& APPROXIMANTS 
Let f(t) = co + c,t + c,t2 + . . * be a formal power series. The rational 
fraction [p/qlf(t) = (aa + art + . *. + a,tP)/(l + b,t + . *. + bqtq) is 
called a Padi? approximant of f if a,b, # 0 and if its power-series expansion 
agrees with f up to the degree p + q inclusive. [p/q] can be written as a 
ratio of two determinants, a formula due to Jacobi [l]: 
P-Q 
Jlo ‘iti cp-q+l 
. . . 
Cp 
- tp-q+lcp_q+l cp_q+l - tcp_q+2 . * * cp - tcp+1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
_ tP-q+lc 
cp - tcp+1 
. . , 
P cp+q-1- tcp+q 
[P/d= 
WI 
where 
IC p-q+1 -tcp-q+2 .*- cp - tcpc1 
w= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 
cp - tcp+ 1 
. . . 
\ 
Cp+q-1 - tcp+q 
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Taking the Schur complement of W in the numerator of [p/q] and 
applying Schur’s formula, we obtain 
P-Q 
[p/q] f(t) = 1 CJ’ - ( - tp-q+lc, w-k) 
i=O 
p-4 
= igo c$’ + t-+1( c, w-k), 
where c=(c,_~+~,..., cp)r. This formula is known as Nuttall’s compact 
formula for Pad& approximants [36; 7, pp. 17-18, 35-361. 
A similar formula can be obtained for the vector Pad& approximants 
introduced by Van Iseghem [47] or for the multivariate Pad& approximants 
studied in [19, p. 1061 or for the partial Pad& approximants defined in [13]. 
3. CONTINUED FRACTIONS 
We consider the continued fraction 
C=bo+a1+a2+ . . . . ir’ b, j2 
Let C, = A,,/& be its nth convergent. It is well known [38, p. 81 that 
b, -1 
a1 b, 
A,,= 
a2 
0 
b, -1 
a2 b2 
B, = 
a3 
0 
-1 0 
b, -1 
a n-l b n-1 -1 
-1 0 
b3 -1 
a n-1 b n-l -1 
a” bn 
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A,=A,_,\b,-(0 ,..., O,a,)A,‘,(O ,..., 0, -l)lr 
and a similar formula for B,. This is the usual recurrence formula for the 
successive convergents of a continued fraction. Reciprocally, starting from 
this recurrence relation and using Schur’s formula leads to the above determi- 
nantal formula for the convergent of a continued fraction. The complete 
algebraic theory of continued fractions in a noncommutative algebra due to 
Draux [22] makes an extensive implicit use of Schur complements as well as 
the generalized continued fractions introduced by Rutishauser [39] and 
developed by Magnus [31]. 
4. THE E-ALGORITHM 
The E-algorithm is a very general sequence transformation including as 
particular cases most of the sequence transformations actually known [5, 281 
and, in particular, Shanks’s transformation [42], that is, the e-algorithm of 
Wynn [48]. 
In this transformation the sequence (S,) is transformed into a set of 
sequences whose members Ep) are defined by ratios of determinants. It has 
been proved that [14] 
E:“’ A,IT~) . . . ~~p+“l-l) 
dy:+1 Ag:;:, 1 . . . Ag:;,t:;- r’ 
E’“’ 
k+m 
i$:+,, Ag:“:+m . . . 
AgQ, 1 . . . Ag:‘I::;- r) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Ag&+,,, . . . 
A (n+nl-1) 
gk,k+n, 
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where A operates on the upper indexes. The quantities gp>“,,, can be 
expressed by similar ratios by replacing the first row of the numerator by 
gi”;, Agi”,‘,..., Ag&+*-? In these formulas we have E&“) = S, and g,$r/ = 
g i( n ), where the g i’s are given (known) auxiliary sequences. 
Applying Schur’s formula, we immediately obtain 
x 
Agi”i+i . . . Agin;:;;‘) 
..,....,.......*..... 
Agi”l+, . . . Agc,=nI,, ‘) 
(n) 
gk,k+m 
and a similar relation for gp2,,, i. For m = 1 these relations reduce to the 
usual recursive formulas for the &algorithm, 
AEl”’ 
E:;‘,=Ep’-g:‘l:+,AgC”’ ’ 
k,k+l 
These relations can only be used if Agi”i+ i # 0. If such a singularity 
arises, the preceding formulas for m > 1 enable us to jump over the singular- 
ity, thus providing us a singular rule for the E-algorithm. If lAgpi+ il is small, 
the computation can be affected by a cancellation error and the usual rule of 
the E-algorithm becomes numerically unstable. This drawback can sometimes 
be avoided by using the singular rule. 
Let us give a numerical example to illustrate this point. We consider the 
case where S, is the partial sum of a power series f: 
S” = co + ClX + . . . + CT,%“, n=O,l,.... 
with the choice g,(n) = c,+~x”+~, Ep) = [n + k/k]/(x). Thus if f is the 
power-series expansion of a rational function with a numerator of degree at 
most k and a denominator of degree k, we shall have Ep’= f(x) for all n 
and x. 
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Let us take f(r)=(l+~~)/(l-x~)=l+~x+~~+~x~+x~+ _... If 
E = 0, the normal rule of the E-algorithm cannot be used, since a division by 
zero occurs. The singular rule provides the exact answer E!j”) = f(x). 
For small values of (E], numerical instability affects the normal rule of the 
E-aIgorithm, but not the singular rule. 
For E = lo-’ and x = 0.7, f(x) = 1.96078. The values of Ep) obtained 
are the following: 
fl Normal rule Singular rule 
0 1.96078 1.96078 
1 1.49009 1.96078 
2 1.96078 1.96078 
3 1.73010 1.96078 
4 1.96078 1.96078 
5 1.84775 1.96078 
For x = 0.8, f(x) = 2.77778 and we have 
n Normal rule Singular rule 
0 2.77778 2.77778 
1 3.27840 2.77778 
2 2.77778 2.77778 
3 2.04960 2.77778 
For x = 0.9 a division by zero occurs in the normal rule, while the singular 
rule gives us an error of one in the last digit. The computations were 
performed on an Epson HX-20 working with six decimal digits in single 
precision. 
For k = 0 our relation gives a Nuttall-type formula for the E-algorithm: 
E$=S,-(AS,,...,AS,+,_,) 
1 Agl(n) *a- Ag,(n + m - 1) ’ -1 
x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
,k,,(n) ... Ag,( n + m - 1) 
The E-algorithm can be also derived from a generalization of the NeviUe- 
Aitken scheme for recursive interpolation which is due to Miihlbach [32]; it is 
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the so-called MNA algorithm, whose proof can be based on Sylvester’s 
determinantal identity [6]. Obviously, similar results also hold for the MNA 
algorithm, thus providing a singular rule and a Nuttall-type formula for it. In 
[30] the MNA algorithm was used to construct generalized rational inter- 
polants, that is, interpolants where the numerator and the denominator are 
linear combinations of given functions forming a complete or quasicomplete 
Chebyshev system on the set of interpolating points; a singular rule, in the 
case of an isolated singularity, is also given. Using the above technique, a 
more general singular rule could be obtained. 
The E-algorithm is the most complete generalization of the Richardson 
extrapolation process actually existing. Another generalization, dealing with a 
special case, was given by Sidi [43] together with a recursive algorithm for its 
implementation [44]. This algorithm is based on the special features of the 
system of linear equations defining the transformation, which can be written 
as a ratio of two determinants. Schur’s formula can thus be also applied to 
this generalization. 
The E and MNA algorithms have recently received applications for 
implementing composite sequence transformations [ll] and are used, in 
conjunction with extrapolation methods, for predicting the unknown terms of 
a sequence whose first ones are given [12]. Thus, again, Schur’s complements 
have applications to these questions. 
Interpolation and extrapolation methods are based on the solution of 
systems of linear equations. Many investigations have been recently con- 
ducted on this topic in order to obtain efficient (that is, recursive) algorithms 
for the implementation of these methods. As stated by Miihlbach [33], there 
are three possibilities for obtaining such algorithms: determinantal identities 
(as in [5]), use of some special features of the linear system (as in [44]), and 
elimination strategies (as in [34]). In this section we showed that a fourth 
possibility is offered by Schur’s complements and formula and that this 
approach is useful for obtaining singular rules for the algorithms in order to 
jump over the singularities and/or to avoid numerical instability (see [46]). 
Let us mention that many other methods for computing ratios of determi- 
nants [4] can receive a similar treatment. 
5. THE VECTOR CASE 
Let E be a vector space on K (W or C), and x0, x1,. .., xk elements of E. 
We shall set xT=(xl,..., TV). Let u E Kk and A E Kkxk. The determinant 
x0 XT I I u A 
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denotes the linear combination of x0, xi,. . . , xk obtained by expanding it 
with respect to its first row by using the classical rule for this purpose. 
It was proved in [lo] that 
I I *0 XT u A ,A, =x0-x*A-‘u, 
where x * a = a * x stands for the linear combination urxi + . * . + akxk if 
aE Kk has components ai,“.,ak. This identity, which was called the 
generalized Magnus identity, clearly appears now as an extension of that of 
Schur. It can also be derived directly from Cauchy’s development [ 171. It was 
used, together with the bordering method, to derive an extension of Sylvester’s 
identity for determinants whose first row consists of elements of E, and an 
extension of Schweins’s as well. If E = 6: P, which is the most frequent case in 
numerical analysis, it provides an extension of Schur’s classical identity to the 
case of a vector left upper block, thus leading to a determinantal interpreta- 
tion of some classical methods of numerical analysis. For example, let us 
consider a quasi-Newton method for solving a system of nonlinear equations 
f(r) = 0 [21]. It gives rise to iterations of the form 
X nil = X” - K'f(~">, 
where J,, is an approximation of the Jacobian matrix of f at the point x, (or 
its exact value for Newton’s method). Using our generalized Schur’s identity, 
we immediately obtain the following determinantal formula 
In particular, for J, = f(x,) Newton’s method is recovered. 
Let us write f(x) = z - F(x). Henrici’s method [29] is a quadratic 
method (under some assumptions) for finding the fixed point of F. At the nth 
iteration we compute 
uk+l= F(Uk)y k=O,...,p, 
where p is the dimension of the system. Let AUi be the matrix whose 
columns are Aui, At++ i, . . . , Aui+,_ i and A%, = AU, - AU,. Then, in the 
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above framework, Hemici’s method corresponds to the choice J, = 
(A22v,)(AV,)- ‘, thus providing a determinantal formula for it. 
We now consider a system of linear equations Bx = b. It was proved in 
[7] that the sequence of vectors x0 = 0, x1, x2,. . . generated by the 
conjugate-gradient method (or the biconjugate-gradient method in the non- 
symmetric case) was given by 
Xk = 
0 _b . . . _ Bk-‘b 
CO Cl ... ck 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ck-1 ck -‘* C2k-l 
cl “’ ck 
* . . . . . . . . . . . 
Ck **. C2k-l 
with ci = (b, B’b). Using the above extension of Schur’s formula, we get 
xk= (b, Bb,..., Bk-lb)* 
-1 
Cl ... ck \ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
Ck .‘. C2k-l / 
Similar ratios of determinants arise also in orthogonal projection. Let xk 
be the subspace spanned by ur,.. ., uk, and let w be the orthogonal projec- 
tion of v on Mk. We have 
0 01 . . . vk 
(V,%) (01, q) . . . (“k, VI) 
,......................... 
h”k) (vDvk) “’ (vk*vk) 
w= - 
hd “. (vk’ul) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(01, ok) ” ’ (l)k. ‘k) 
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and by Schur’s extended formula 
’ (q, u,) 
-1 
. * * 
(uk’ul)’ i (UP Ul) w=(q )..., uk)* . . . *. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : \(t)& *.- (Ok, Ok) hl,, 1. 
More generally, let E be a vector space on K, and E* its dual. We shall 
denote by (0;) the bilinear form of the duality between E and E*. Let 
x0, Xl,... E E and zl, z2,... E E*. We consider the determinants 
( zlp xi+l) . . * (zly Xi+k) 
Df)= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(zky ri+l) * ” Czkp Xi+k) 
and 
‘i xi+1 ... Xi+k 
<z1p ‘i> (zl* ‘i+l) . ” (‘I> %i+k) 
In [9] it was proved that the ratios of determinants 
czka xi) czk, ‘i+l) . . ’ (‘kp ‘i+k) 
E, = N,‘O’/Di”) 
can be recursively computed by the so-called recursive projection algorithm 
(RF’A): 
Eo = ~0, g0.i = Xi for i > 1 
E, = E,_, - 
czky Ek-l) 
(zk, g,-I,,) gk-l’kr k > 0, 
czkp gk-l,i) 
gk,i = gk-1,i - 
(2,&k-,,k) gk-l’k’ 
isk>O. 
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The gk,i’s are given by a ratio of determinants similar to the one of E, by 
replacing the first column of iv,,‘) by xi, (x1, xi), . . . , (zk, xi). 
We now consider the ratios given by 
Of course el”) = E,. The ef)‘s can be recursively computed by the compact 
recursive projection algorithm (CRPA): 
edi) = X, 
I) i >, 0, 
ep) = e(iL 
(.zk,ef!l) 
k l- 
(zk, et_‘l”) 
ep+,l), i>O and k>l. 
The proofs for these two algorithms are obtained via the extended 
Sylvester’s identity following Schur’s. These algorithms can be used to 
compute recursively the vectors arising in the abovementioned methods: 
Henrici’s, conjugate- and biconjugategradient, and projection on a subspace. 
As shown in [9], it also has connections with the general interpolation and 
extrapolation problems, Fourier expansion and the Gram-Schmidt orthonor- 
malization process, and Rosen’s method used in optimization for projection 
on the orthogonal complementary space of a subspace. 
Of course, by an argument similar to the one used for the scalar 
E-algorithm, we have for the CRPA 
(i) _ 
ek+m -
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*...... 
(2 k+l,eci+l) k ) ... (zk+,,ef+““) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(2 (i+ 1) k+mpek > . . . (2 (I + 111) k+n,’ ek > 
T 
If m = 1 this relation reduces to the above rule of the CRPA. For m > 1, we 
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have, by Schur’s extended formula. 
($1, z.z e’ 
* 
(2 k+l,e(i+l) k ) .*- (zk+l,e~+“‘) 
. . . . . . . . ..*.....*....... .*. 
(2 k+m,ep+l) > . . . (2 (i+m) ktm, ek > 
243 
\ -1 
’ (Zk+ltei? ’ 
, (z ’ e(‘)) k+my k 
thus providing an extension of the normal rule of the algorithm to obtain the 
epi,,,‘s directly from the ef)‘s without computing the intermediate vectors. 
This is the singular rule of the CRPA, which is to be used instead of the 
normal one when the denominator vanishes or is too small, in order to avoid 
numerical instability. For k = 0 the above formula is a Nuttall-type one for 
the CRPA. 
In Section 4 we saw a scalar sequence transformation, namely the 
E-algorithm. A vector version of it exists in which the following ratios of 
determinants are considered: 
sn &W .-. gktn) 
(YY AS,> b&&d ... (Yt k,(n)) 
. ..*..*................*.............,...,...... 
I( Yp As,+,-, > (Y9AgI(n+k-l)) ... (y,hg,(n+k-1)) 
El”‘= ’ 
I (yyAgl(n)) -.. (YT ‘k,(n)> 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
where the gi’s are auxiliary sequences of vectors and y an arbitrary vector 
such that the denominator does not vanish. Thus Schur’s extended formula 
also applies to such ratios. By using the extended Sylvester’s identity, derived 
from Schur’s, it can be proved that the El”) can be recursively computed by 
an algorithm quite similar to the scalar E-algorithm given in Section 4. 
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We also can prove that 
where girl has an expression similar to that of El”) by replacing the S,‘s in 
its first column by g,(n)‘s. The gfc”>,,,i 
by replacing the El”) 
‘s can also be expressed like the gk”j’s 
‘s in the first column of the above expression by gi”!‘s. 
Again Schur’s extended formula leads to a singular rule for the vector 
E-algorithm, whose writing is left to the reader. A particular case of the 
vector E-algorithm is the topological s-algorithm, whose ratio of determinants 
is recovered by the choice gi( n) = AS,+i_, [2]. Thus a particular rule for it 
has also been obtained; it has to be compared with that given in [18]. This 
topological s-algorithm provides a quadratically convergent method (under 
some assumptions) for fixed-point problems; see [3] for example. It also has 
applications to vector Pad& approximation [2, 471. 
Another interesting vector sequence transformation is due to Germain- 
Bonne [26, p. 71, Proposition 121. It is also given by a ratio of determinants 
similar to the preceding ones. Thus Schur’s extended formula also applies to 
it, leading to a Nut&type one. This transformation can be implemented by 
the RPA. 
In [8] the following ratio was considered in connection with the already 
mentioned Henrici’s method for solving fixed-point problems: 
S” AS,, ... AS,,kp, 
gdn> Ag,(4 ... Ag,(n+k-1) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
dd Ad4 ... Ag,(n+k-1) 
I_rp = 
h,(n) -.. Ag,( n + k - 1) 
- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Adn) ... Ag,(n+k-1) 
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where the Sri’‘’ are vectors and the gi(n) scalars. The vectors IT?) can be 
recursively computed by the so-called H-algorithm, whose proof is based on 
the extended Sylvester’s formula. Its rules are exactly those of the scalar 
algorithm given in Section 4 (after replacing the El”) by the Hf”)), except 
that now the HP) are no longer scalars, but vectors. Thus, similarly to the 
scalar E-algorithm, the Hi”?,‘s and the gp2:!,,i’s can be expressed in a 
determinantal form in terms of the @“j’s and the gc,) ‘s, and Schur’s 
extended formula provides a particular rule for it 
Most of the vector algorithms studied in this section have strong connec- 
tions with fixed-point methods. Such connections were recently studied in 
[16, 40, 451. 
The bordering~method, which is closely connected with Schur’s formula, 
provides the basis for computing the initial values needed for implementing 
the progressive forms of the above algorithms [15]. 
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